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Out of a number of activities that are undertaken for optimizing websites, link building is an
important one. Generating high- quality page ranks serves the two-way purpose of generating traffic
as well as increasing the rank of the websites on the prominent search engines. However, the
foremost thing that the search engines take into consideration is the page rank of the websites and
getting one way links is perhaps the only way of improving the page ranks. Search engine
optimization and link building in particular is a time- consuming activity and one has to wait for long
to receive adequate results. Moreover, Google algorithms keep changing and this necessitates that
the SEO experts alter their work activities accordingly. Considering this aspect, most companies
devise the monthly link building program, through which they chalk out the tasks to be accomplished
within a certain period.

There are several ways of obtaining one way links. Marketing free content on the web are essential
ways of letting the websites gain an increased visibility and exposure. Well- written articles with the
necessary and relevant keywords placed in them are submitted to the various article directories.
Traffic who likes the content can click directly on the link to the websites. Directory submission might
be an equally fruitful means of getting links. There are directories listing the various websites
operating on the net. It proves to be a necessary platform for reaching out to a wider market. All
these activities are included in the monthly link building program, carried out by the SEO service-
providers. The specialists make it a point to submit or market an estimated amount of articles or
directory submissions per month.

Today, search engine optimization no longer stays restricted to link- building but extends much
beyond that. The growing popularity of the social networking channels have led to the necessity of
what is known as relationship building. The social media such as Facebook, Twitter and many
others are being utilized as essential modes of advertising the upcoming offers of new brands or
products and services, put up by a business enterprise. Posting blogs in these social platforms
largely helps in generating one way links as well as increasing the page ranks. The monthly link
building program puts utmost emphasis on enlisting the right content for the right websites as that
makes the results more enriching.

One way links are not just important for websites but in fact, they are a dire necessity. This becomes
all the more relevant in the context of the newly formulated websites. It is always advisable to go for
a reputed firm that offers quality services at reasonable prices. They can formulate monthly link
building program and take other steps to make the online existence of a business contributive to its
overall growth and productivity.
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